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In 1955, the world of blue jeans changed forever. When James
Dean donned his iconic denim threads in Rebel without a Cause, pop culture
instantly adopted the look. No longer were they referred to as “waist overalls” most
commonly worn by painters, mechanics, and old cowboys. Blue jeans became cool,
every teenager wanted a pair, and the demand hasn’t let up in the over half-century
since. Today, the $700 billion global blue jeans market is so prevalent in America that
12 pairs are sold every second in the U.S., and the average American owns seven pairs.
Few things are more identifiable with American culture as blue jeans.
The blue jean has greatly evolved since its popularity skyrocketed. A solid-blue straightleg soon wasn’t stylish enough. Stone-washed, distressed, and every shade of blue now
fill walls of clothing stores, but few know how these styles are achieved.

How Micro-Organisms Shape
the Blue Jean Industry

Initially, special pumice stones were
used to customize jean appearance; however, they had major
drawbacks. Not only did
they weaken the jeans,
they also produced inconsistent results and
were environmentally
unsafe. Special
machines had to be
used to wash the jeans
with the stones. In the
late 1980s, the industry
developed what is now
used today: tiny proteins
known as enzymes to “biostone” denim. These environmentally friendly chemicals are
naturally created by living organisms, which is
more economical. They also produce repeatable
results and maintain the jeans’ structural integrity. It’s as if James Dean combined forces with
Albert Einstein for the benefit of fashion!
IOGEN Corporation is a leader in enzyme
research and implementation. They manipulate
micro-organisms to produce specific enzymes
that facilitate production of a wide variety of
products, including ethanol, papers and textiles,
and, of course, blue jeans—so, if one drives to a
clothing store using ethanol-enhanced gasoline
and writes a check for blue jeans, IOGEN can be
thanked for making the entire process possible.
But IOGEN’s laboratories in Ottawa, Canada,
had a problem. Fiber-digesting enzymes
floating around in fermentation chambers are
difficult to measure. Quantities are important
so enzyme levels can be monitored as they are
researched. At first, they used a marker to label
the chambers with lines indicating fluid levels,
but more precise measurements were desperately needed.
Continued on page 17
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It’s Alive continued from page 15

Bogie Ploch, fermentation supervisor at
IOGEN, had an idea. His lab has walls
full of fermentation chambers: smallscale testing vessels to research enzyme
effectiveness. If the fermentation chambers could be effectively weighed, the
monitoring process would be far more
intuitive. Instead of exercising guesswork
to estimate levels between lines, precise
weight readings could be used; however,
devising a system to work with existing
equipment would not be easy—that’s
where Rice Lake and GTR Scales came
into play.
Jeff Wallace, owner of GTR Scales in
Arnprior, west of Ottawa, thrives on
custom applications. Not one to shy away
from a challenge, he used Rice Lake load
cells and instrumentation to customize
the container and attach a load cell directly to the vessel—an industry first. This
allows data collection to be done quickly
and accurately. “Since it’s a sealed unit,
nothing could be inserted to measure the
level,” Jeff explains. “So we modified the
rig itself. We used IQ plus 355 indicators
with analog output so it can report back
to the PLC, and they have an automated
system to collect data.”
IOGEN is very pleased with the custom
setup. “Since the manufacturer of the
vessels doesn’t provide an option with
load cells built in,” Bogie proudly explains,
“this unique system gives IOGEN an
advantage over our competitors. The
indicators are very nice, and GTR did
an excellent job. We haven’t had any
problems with the indicators or load
cells. Monitoring enzyme levels is much
more scientific now.”
Make sure your health scale is accurate. Our combination of advanced scale design
and features with the added value of Rice Lake’s 60 years of weighing technology
leadership makes the critical difference. The Rice Lake medical scale lineup includes
standard mechanical and digital physician scales, wheelchair ramp scales, folding
wheelchair scales, and pediatric and neonatal scales — all competitively priced.
Contact Rice Lake Weighing Systems at 800-472-6703
or visit www.ricelake.com/health.
800-472-6703
www.ricelake.com
mobile: m.ricelake.com

Initially, only a handful of the over 20
fermentation chambers were customized; however, those have been so
successful that the remaining vessels
will soon be fitted with load cells as
well. Eventually, the entire lab will be
accented by the comforting red glow of
the IQ plus 355’s LED display: a perfect
nightlight for the micro-organisms that
make our jeans possible.

▪

One cause for delayed
luggage eliminated
Julia Buergi, RoughDeck® product manager, sounded excited. She
emailed the magazine team:“One of the VIP folks here (at the Rice Lake
plant in Wisconsin) reminded me that they sold a large floor scale in
Canada that is being used to weigh airline cargo. They are open to a story,
so please speak with them while they are here if possible.”
We are always looking for a good story, and the way Ray Gauvreau, sales
representative with Superior Technologies, Weighing & Controls, Inc., told
it, we were on the edge of our chairs.“Our customer had a 10 x 10 ft floor
scale, with ramps on all four sides, which trains of baggage carts would
drive over so that each cart could be weighed then placed correctly in
the plane’s baggage compartment to distribute the weight.
“With ramps on all sides, the baggage cart trains could cross the scale
platform from any direction. That’s what caused the scale to break down.
The operators would corner or side load and feet would break off, or a
load cell would be damaged. We had a service contract with them, and
we would race over there from forty miles away to get the scale back
in operation while the plane sat on the tarmac. We went through that
breakdown and repair mode for about four years, before permission
trickled down that they could buy a new scale. Now they have a 10 x 10
ft, 10,000 pound capacity RoughDeck—with just two ramps! They didn’t
need those four ramps.”

